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The forwards  are admittedly a very scratch pack with little or no 
combined skill; however they fought  a desperate fight  in the match. 
But most of  them must not forget  that they have very much to learn 
next winter. The backs are by no means a bad combination : the halves 
and centres are well up to the average, and Godby is a promising, if 
somewhat raw, wing threequarter. 

This team is to be congratulated on breaking our over-lengthy spell 
of  failure  in the Llandovery match. I t may well learn from  that game 
one precious lesson, viz. :—That the most determined side usually wins. 
Next year with increased experience and more favourable  opportunities 
for  practice, we must aim still higher and add skill and consistency to 
our present attainments. 

The Junior games have been much hampered by the weather and 
there is not much need to comment on them this term. 

THE XV. 

V. MORETON (Full-back)—1918.—Very young and inexperienced, 
but has improved enough to hold out hopes of  future  usefulness. 

E. K. GODBY (Right Wing Threequarter)—1918.—Has strength and 
some speed, but not sufficient  knowledge of  the game to make full 
use of  them. Must keep his position better on the defence. 

L. C. DAVIES (Right Centre)—1918—His sense of  combination is 
scarcely equal to his individual skill and pluck : but he did good 
service and was much missed after  Christmas. 

T. LL. PRICE (Left  Centre)—1916-7-8.—A good all round three-
quarter. Has a splendid pair of  hands and runs with dash. 
Excellent in combination and thoroughly reliable in kicking and 
tackling. A successful  captain. 

E. WILLIAMS (Right Centre)—1917-8.— A very useful  forward, 
especially clever with his feet.  This term he has filled  Davies' 
place with much credit. A fine  kick and good alike in attack or 
defence. 

E. L. JONES (Outside Half)—1918—A  neat and effective  attacking 
player, who is likely to become still better with increased strength. 
Tackles well, but is a bit shy of  sitting on a rush at present. 

I. LL. EVANS (Inside Half!—1918—Excellent  in all phases of  defence. 
He is fearless  in checking forward  movements and in tackling. 
Very slow, however, in passing out, though often  handicapped by 
ragged heeling. 

I. H. OSBORNE JONES (Forward)—1917-8.—His weight and skill 
in hooking have made him invaluable in the scrum. Outside he 
should use his pace and strength more effectively.  With more 
" head work " might be really good. 

K. V. EVANS—1918.—A hard-going forward,  slow but sure. Tackles 
wholeheartedly and pushes hard, and has generally led the foot-
work of  the forwards. 


